
Visit any community where the
Casey Foundation supports a major

initiative, and you’ll find a common denominator: talented,
passionate residents deeply involved and assuming leadership.

Take Dreema Jackson, for example, who recruits neighbors to
join a grassroots network striving to improve their Louisville,
Kentucky, community. The work, she says, provides form to a
function she was already serving: “I was always talking to people,
trying to get them to realize that they had more power.”

Helping residents become meaningfully involved in efforts to
address community challenges has become a critical, distin-
guishing feature of Casey’s efforts to improve outcomes for
vulnerable children and families.

Community engagement has become increasingly integral to
Casey’s mission since the mid-1990s, when it got residents in-
volved in shaping and directing an initiative known as Plain Talk.
The initiative was aimed at protecting sexually active youth from
pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease in five U.S. cities.

After several years, an independent cross-site evaluation found
the approach worked. Young people were less likely to have an
unwanted pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease if they talked
with knowledgeable adults in their neighborhoods who learned
to communicate effectively about reducing risky sexual behavior
and had more access to contraceptives.

Dreema Jackson, center, who connects her Louisville neighbors to
resources, with the Fowler family, from left, Robert, Angelica, Ciera,
and Jerry.
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The evaluation by Public/Private Ventures,
a national nonprofit organization, tracked
changes in young people’s attitudes and
behaviors in three Plain Talk communities.
It found that the percentage of sexually
experienced youth who had been pregnant
or caused a pregnancy went from 33 per-
cent in 1994, when Plain Talk began, to 
27 percent in 1998. 

Without Plain Talk, the pregnancy rate in
1998 would have been 38 percent, accord-
ing to projections based on increases in
other similar communities during the same
four years. Most of the 11 percent decrease
was due to better communication, the data
analysis suggested. 

As a “Walker and Talker” first for Plain Talk
in the neighborhood where she grew up in

New Orleans and now for the Health Care
for All program, Peola Trumble-McKinnis
shares information about health issues.

“You try to help people become self-
sufficient by giving them information.
Sometimes all people need is just a little
hand to get them up and going.”

Practiced in a variety of forms and formats,
community engagement cuts across and
shapes every major area of the Foundation’s
work, including family strengthening,
community and urban development,
health, mental health, housing, child
welfare, education, system reform, and
leadership development.

“Paying attention to the voices and view-
points of community residents is an essen-
tial component of any strategy to achieve
and sustain improved outcomes,” says Ralph
Smith, the Foundation’s senior vice president.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Resident engagement strategies supported by

Casey are as varied and diverse as the com-

munities they serve. But they all work to give

residents a voice and a meaningful role in

shaping solutions to local challenges and in

linking residents to each other and needed

resources. Following are a few examples. 

• S T U D Y  C I R C L E S ,  S T O RY  C I R C L E S ,

FAMI LY  C IRCLES : Drawing on methods—

adapted by the Foundation and by specific

Casey sites—from the Study Circles

Resource Center (www.studycircles.org),

residents work together, often meeting in

homes or community centers, to act on

pressing issues. Family Circles in

Indianapolis, for example, have helped

launch new playgroups, after-school pro-

grams, and youth-mentoring programs.

• N E T W O R K  O R G A N I Z I N G : Making

Connections residents and local partners

have formed powerful networks that help

connect families to jobs, education, child

care, and civic involvement, attracting

members through incentives like free public

transportation and discounts at local

retailers. Such a network in Louisville,

Kentucky, has drawn more than 2,000

members and is helping connect families 

to jobs in health care and other sectors.

The Edgewood Family Network in San

Antonio, Texas, runs programs that help

families get job, health, and education

services and ensures that service providers

heed resident voices and priorities. 

• C O M M U N I T Y  O R G A N I Z I N G  A N D

M O B I L I Z AT I O N : Helping residents work

with community leaders, faith-based

groups, government, schools, foundations,

and others for more equitable policies and

practices to meet community needs is a

Casey hallmark. In Making Connections

MANY STRATEGIES, ONE GOAL: EMPOWERING RESIDENTS
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“We are at our best when we see ourselves
helping people to help themselves.”

Engaging residents means more than ensur-
ing that their voices are heard. “Our com-
mitment to authentic engagement means
ensuring that residents have a seat at the
table, a voice in the debate, and the infor-
mation to participate in the decision,” says
Smith. “Authentic engagement means
having a meaningful opportunity to change
your own or someone else’s action and
behavior in order to produce improved
results.”

ADDRESS ING HEALTH 
AND SOCIAL  BEHAVIOR

Plain Talk worked to build grassroots
consensus on a sensitive topic—the need
to encourage the use of contraception to
protect sexually active youth. A core group
of residents and community agency staff
gathered to develop a shared vision about
the need to act and spread important
information in the community. 

Residents were recruited and trained to
collect data on neighborhood beliefs and
behavior regarding teen sexual behavior.
This “community mapping” often produced
telling data that helped direct efforts to pre-
vent teen pregnancy and sexually transmitted

disease. At one site, 65 percent of the teens
surveyed said a girl didn’t need birth control
if she had sex only occasionally.

Residents shared valuable information about
teenage sexual activity and reproductive
health with other community adults and
gave them skills to discuss sexuality with
adolescents. This sharing was done by
“Walkers and Talkers”—trusted residents
trained as peer outreach workers—who
went door-to-door in neighborhoods and
held small workshops in residents’ homes
called “Home Health Parties.” 

The Plain Talk evaluation found that the
two sites using Walkers and Talkers in
conjunction with Home Health Parties
educated larger numbers of community
adults—800 in New Orleans and 1,350 in
San Diego. They also delivered training with
more explicit information.

Having residents, including parents, work-
ing in partnership with health professionals
“provided a greater level of moral authority,
and that’s what made the huge difference,”
says Debra Delgado, a former Casey senior
associate who managed the Plain Talk
initiative until 2006. “The reach into
neighborhoods also became even deeper.
Residents became ambassadors for the
health organizations.”

This created the network of support young
people need. “There’s no other way of
addressing social behavior than by engaging
directly the people for whom this problem
is significant,” says Delgado, now a program
executive at The Atlantic Philanthropies in
New York City. “Residents took ownership
of the problem and the solution.”

Other Casey-supported public health work
relies heavily on engaging respected commu-
nity residents to build relationships, trust,
and credibility. In Washington, D.C., para-
professionals help post-partum women with
health and depression issues. Similar work
is being done in San Diego with the East
African community. In Boston, volunteer
health educators do preventive health work
with the Haitian community, addressing
AIDS, tuberculosis, diabetes, and obesity.

“Most low-income folks and immigrants
really are not trusting of public systems,”
says Dr. Patrick Chaulk, the Foundation’s
senior associate for health. “If you really
work with the community and use commu-
nity residents to do the work, they’re more
likely to be trusted and believed.”

HELP ING RES IDENTS 
COLLECT AND USE DATA

Community engagement is a key feature 
of Making Connections, a ten-site Casey

Denver, for example, community organizers

from an influential group called Metro

Organizations for People (MOP) have

helped residents advocate for improved early

childhood education opportunities and

stronger schools. Similar efforts have helped

Denver residents and other partners achieve

an unprecedented Community Benefits

Agreement with the city and developers of a

multimillion dollar commercial, residential,

and retail center. The agreement sets aside

jobs, apprenticeships, and affordable

housing for neighborhood residents. 

• RES ID ENT  L EADERSH I P  I NST I TU TES :

Leadership institutes in many Casey sites

help hundreds of residents develop skills 

to increase their civic participation. The

Resident Leadership and Facilitation

program in Indianapolis offers training in

developing results-based and data-driven

strategic planning. Hundreds of residents

graduate from resident leadership training

in San Antonio, Providence, and other

Making Connections cities each year. Some

go on to become school board members or

city council officials.

• TRUSTED  ADVOCATES : Well-respected

residents in many Casey sites—known as

“walkers and talkers,” the Spanish “proma-

toras,” or resident ambassadors—canvass

their communities; engage friends and

neighbors in strategies to address neighbor-

hood issues; and connect vulnerable families

to opportunities and support. Trusted

advocates in White Center/Seattle play key

roles in the community’s strategic planning

and represent their neighborhoods at the

decision-making tables of local public and

private agencies and funders.
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initiative to improve outcomes for chil-
dren in tough or isolated neighborhoods
by connecting families and neighborhoods
to economic opportunities, social support,
and high-quality services. “From the
beginning, there was a commitment to
residents playing a central role in this
work,” says Frank Farrow, the Foundation’s
director of Community Change Initiatives.
“Now the sites have made a direct link
between engaging residents and achieving
and sustaining better results.” 

In fact, residents have played an impor-
tant role in collecting and using data to
document problems, design policy,
advocate for change, and measure results.
When a major cross-site survey was
launched to gain a more in-depth under-
standing of neighborhood strengths,
needs, and priorities, residents helped
design the survey, collect data, reality-
check the findings, disseminate the data,
and set the agenda for future surveys. 

“There was more investment on the part
of the community,” says Cindy Guy, the
Foundation’s research manager overseeing
the cross-site research. “We wanted the
survey to speak to local priorities and
values and to reflect residents’ interests.”

SUPPORT ING 
RES IDENT LEADERS

Having residents involved in the survey
process helps produce more relevant ques-
tions, more enthusiastic responses, and
more reliable answers to better inform
policymaking. “These communities have
been studied to death. Sometimes they’re
downright hostile to more data collec-
tion,” says Smith. But they’re more likely
to respond if they see residents involved
and if they “see the relationship between

the data they’re providing and stuff that
will impact positively on their lives.”

Casey’s Leadership Development unit also
works with Making Connections and other
initiatives to develop resident leaders.
Working at individual Making Connections
sites, a specially trained coaching team
presents a two-day program teaching resi-
dents skills needed to chair meetings and
to encourage constructive participation in
group decision-making. This Resident
Leadership and Facilitation training is a
collaboration between the Leadership
Development unit and Casey’s Technical
Assistance Resource Center (TARC).

Community engagement is pivotal not
only in Casey’s efforts to prevent poor
outcomes, but also in supporting families

Martina Ventura is able to drive with her daughter, Alexandra, to the grocery store, thanks to
a driver’s education program in Lowell, Massachusetts, launched in response to resident input.
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C A S E Y W E B S I T E  G E T S  A
M A K E O V E R

If you click on www.aecf.org, you’ll find
the Casey Foundation’s website has a new
look and format that provides reader-
friendly, user-friendly access to a wealth of
information about Casey’s work, approach
to philanthropy, and knowledge base on
building thriving communities for vulner-
able children and families. The website
features an interactive “Casey Places”
map, which guides the user to major
initiatives in various cities and states; a
wide range of customizable data on child
well-being from every state in our KIDS
COUNT database; and an online
Knowledge Center with nearly 2,000
resources published or funded by the
Casey Foundation. The site also allows
you to sign up for a new e-mail newsletter
and other publications and to stay up to
date on the latest resources and announce-
ments. Visit www.aecf.org soon! 

All publications listed below can be found
in the Knowledge Center on Casey’s website,
(www.aecf.org).

E M I N E N T  D O M A I N :
I M P L I C AT I O N S  F O R
C O M M U N I T Y  R E D E V E L O P M E N T
E F F O RT S

Eminent domain, the power of govern-
ment to condemn blighted private
property and take it for public use, has
been a controversial subject in recent
years. In the 5–4 U.S. Supreme Court’s
ruling in the Kelo case in June 2005, New
London, Connecticut, was allowed to use
eminent domain to acquire additional
property to complete a redevelopment
project over the objections of property
investors and homeowners.

This monograph summarizes a session
Casey convened in September 2006 to
explore the impact of Kelo on the
development of affordable housing and
mixed-income communities and on the
low-income families affected by revital-
ization projects. Hosted by Casey’s
Neighborhood Development unit, the
session brought together advocates and
experts to discuss how common ground
can be achieved on the use of eminent
domain as a tool in neighborhood
redevelopment.  

G R O W I N G  U P  I N  N O RT H
A M E R I C A :  C H I L D  H E A LT H  A N D
S A F E T Y  I N  C A N A D A ,  T H E
U N I T E D  S TAT E S ,  A N D  M E X I C O

Do children raised in North America have
the best chance at health, education, and
safety? Can they face the challenges of
globalization today and in the future?
These questions cannot be answered with-
out sound data. This new report is the
second in a series prepared through a joint
project of the Annie E. Casey Foundation,
Canadian Council on Social Develop-
ment, and Red por los Derechos de la
Infancia en Mexico. The first report
looked more broadly at child well-being;
this one focuses on indicators of health
and safety. It concludes that in all three
countries rates of obesity among young
people are too high; that respiratory ill-
ness is epidemic in portions of the conti-
nent; that exposure to lead and other
chemicals continues to be alarming; that
depression is a serious problem among
young people; that cancer is the second
leading cause of death for children age 
5 to 14; and that unintentional injuries,
many preventable, are the leading cause of
death for children and youth.

T H E  C U LT U R E  O F  M O N E Y:  T H E
I M PA C T  O F  R A C E ,  E T H N I C I T Y,
A N D  C O L O R  O N  T H E
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N  O F  A S S E T-
B U I L D I N G  S T R AT E G I E S

Casey’s emphasis on “asset building”—
developing strategies to help low-income
families start saving and building wealth
for the future—grew out of a recognition
that promoting financial “literacy” is not
enough to stem entrenched poverty, par-
ticularly in communities of color scarred
by longstanding patterns of discrimina-
tion and uneven economic opportunities.
The focus on building assets has sparked
many innovative and successful programs
in Casey communities, but the dynamics
of race and ethnicity still play a complex
role in people’s ability to meet their basic
needs, much less accumulate wealth. 
This report discusses the importance of
considering these factors in planning
asset-building strategies and highlights
emerging lessons and promising practices.

L E A D E R S H I P  I N  A C T I O N
P R O G R A M

Casey’s Leadership in Action Program
(LAP) delivers hands-on training for peo-
ple from diverse fields and backgrounds
who are working hard to improve results
for vulnerable children and families. The
program—used for agency managers,
educators, business people, nonprofit
leaders, public officials, parents, and child
advocates—works with local groups to
focus on improving a specific result, like
reducing the number of low-birthweight
babies or increasing the number of
children ready for kindergarten. This
brochure explains how the program works
and how to tell if a community is ready to
participate.
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already in crisis who need intervention and services. The goal is
to get the parents, families, and other residents involved in
designing approaches that best serve their needs and to help
them build the formal and informal networks they need to access
opportunities and support.

HEARING FAMILY AND COMMUNITY VOICES

In its work to provide all children with a permanent and caring
connection to a family, Casey Family Services, the Foundation’s
direct services agency, makes sure that decisions about a child’s
welfare involve family, community members, and other caring
adults connected to the child as well as the young people them-
selves. In seeking a permanent family connection, Casey Family
Services taps into and involves the child’s extended network of
family, friends, and significant adults.

The Foundation’s Family to Family initiative also uses several
methods to engage parents and other residents to generate better
information and options for children. This includes a Team
Decision-Making process whereby major players from the
community involved in a child’s life—parents, relatives, friends,
perhaps a favorite teacher—meet with social services staff to
develop a plan that best provides a safe, nurturing, and stable
environment for the child. 

Casey efforts increasingly have worked to make sure young
community members’ voices are heard in decisions that affect
them and other young people. “Kids need to know what they’re
getting into,” notes Gloryanna Renshaw of Omaha, Nebraska,
whose life changed for the better when she had the chance to
speak out in court hearings about her future after growing up in
multiple foster care settings.

The Jim Casey Youth Opportunities Initiative (JCYOI) seeks to
expand opportunities for foster care youth transitioning into adult-
hood by engaging the youth. Formed by the Casey Foundation
and Casey Family Programs, a national child welfare agency
headquartered in Seattle, Washington, JCYOI offers young
people in foster care a voice and role in forging policy to improve
the services and opportunities when they age out of the system. 

While the Casey Foundation has developed a rich body of
knowledge about community engagement, the search continues
for new ways to empower and mobilize residents to produce
better results for children and families. “The bedrock of the
work. . . is resident engagement, connections, involvement,” 
says Dana Jackson, site coordinator of Making Connections in
Louisville, Kentucky. “We have gone through several iterations
of what that looks like. With each one, the work has gotten
clearer and better, more deeply rooted, and much broader.”

This strategy is considered key to empowering the most vulner-
able, disconnected residents of very tough neighborhoods—and
to sustaining improvements once outside help leaves. “If you
don’t start engaging people at the grassroots who are the
recipients of services and supports, you’re not going to make
durable change happen,” says Audrey Jordan, a Foundation
senior associate who works in Community Change Initiatives.

“Many people from the community have ideas but they don’t
have ways to achieve them, and people are afraid of the big
institutions,” notes Ramona Obaez, a resident of Hartford,
Connecticut’s Frog Hollow neighborhood who has served on the
decision-making panel of a local grants program supported by
Making Connections. “Here, people come to us, and it’s more
personal. This is a way to make a difference.”

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
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I N S I T E S
RESIDENTS WALK,  TALK,  AND ARE HEARD IN CASEY INIT IAT IVES

As a former site of Plain Talk, a community-driven effort to
protect sexually active youth, New Orleans has trained

residents as peer outreach workers since 1993. But in the
wake of the devastating 2005 hurricanes, these “Walkers and
Talkers”—so named because they walk around their neigh-
borhoods talking with and engaging residents—have become
even more vital.

“The storm changed the things they do,” says Luanne
Francis, program manager for Health Care for All (HCFA), 

a program supported by Casey and Baptist Community
Ministries of New Orleans that is offered by Kingsley House,
a local nonprofit social services agency.

Before the storm, HCFA’s Walkers and Talkers went 
door-to-door in two neighborhoods, helping about 1,000
people a year enroll in public health care insurance 
programs. Since the storm, their work and turf have
expanded to better serve displaced residents. Visiting not
only homes but also shelters, disaster recovery centers, and
churches, the eight Walkers and Talkers and other staff 
have helped over 500 people receive more than $50,000 
in Food Stamp benefits. 

The Walkers and Talkers have also helped more than 1,500
people replace vital documents, including driver’s licenses and

birth certificates. They’ve completed needs assessments for
over 2,000 families and conducted depression screenings for
over 100 people. And they’ve helped connect more than 7,000
people with important services and resources at Kingsley
House and beyond to aid in their recovery and healing. 

“Families are back, but they’re not back together,” says Francis.
“They’re separated and neighborhoods aren’t back. There’s this

sense of isolation. If we can bring neighborhoods together,
then we can bring some of that sense of belonging together.”

The Walkers and Talkers have become foot soldiers in this

effort. “They are the ones that are going to do it, door-to-
door,” says Francis. “They are a clearinghouse for informa-

tion. They know where the resources are. People know them

in the community and are used to seeing them around.”

The storm also has shown how easily Walkers and Talkers

can adapt their approach to the current needs or a crisis in
the community. This strategy offers “endless possibilities in
the things it can address and benefits it can bring to the

community,” says Francis.

Left, Trené Bowman and Edward
Fowler, Medicaid outreach work-
ers, distribute information on the
Louisiana Children’s Health
Insurance Program with resident
Nicole Summers.

Right, Peola Trumble-McKinnis
explains the Louisiana Children’s
Health Insurance Program to
resident Merlene Pike.
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Peola Trumble-McKinnis began as a Walker and Talker for
Plain Talk, visiting homes in the neighborhood where she
grew up to share information about teenage sexuality. She

now works as an HCFA Walker and Talker in the neighbor-
hood where her mother and sisters live. 

“The people see me visiting my mom so they feel comfort-

able giving me their information and calling me if they need
services,” says Trumble-McKinnis, 29, who has four children.

BU I LD ING  SUPPORT IVE  NETWORKS

When Dreema Jackson was offered a job recruiting neighbors
to join a grassroots network striving to improve their
Louisville, Kentucky, community, she knew she was qualified.

“It was what I was doing anyway,” says Jackson, 50, a native
of the Louisville neighborhood where she works. “I’m a big
advocate for change within the neighborhood, so I was
involved.”

A mother of six and a former teacher, Jackson is one of five
Resident Organizing Coordinators, known as ROCs. She

links residents of neighborhoods involved in Louisville’s
Making Connections effort to a network offering resources
aligned with the Casey initiative’s goals to strengthen the

neighborhood’s families and children.

“I connect people with opportunities that I know are going
on along the lines of jobs, assets, different financial things
the network is doing,” says Jackson. “I’m also a school

readiness ambassador, so I keep people informed about
what’s going on in the school system.”

While their performance is tracked to see how many one-

on-one connections they make between residents and
network offerings, ROCs also provide invaluable feedback
“so we can have a pulse on the community and be effective,”
says Delquan Dorsey, the site’s organizing leader. “ROCs
understand some of the technical professional world and the
reality of what’s going on on the ground. They serve as a 
go-between.”

Chatting with people she meets while riding the bus or walk-
ing around her neighborhood, Dreema Jackson also asks
what people can contribute to the Making Connections
Network, which has over 2,000 members. Maybe they can
teach young people to knit or share memories to create an
oral history. 

This “give-get model” of social networking helps broaden
residents’ engagement and contribution. “People get a lot
from the network but we’re also looking for what they give

back,” says Dana Jackson, the site coordinator. “That helps
to facilitate change.”

Resident buy-in and engagement also helps ensure that the
Making Connections work will continue, says Dreema

Jackson, adding, “We’re working toward the ‘after-Casey.’ 

We don’t want this to go away if Casey goes away.”

When people realize they have as much to give as get, they

feel good about themselves and empowered, she says. “If
somebody gets me engaged and talking and I come to the
conclusion I need to do certain things, they’re going to get
done. Then I have the power. It’s not somebody telling me
what to do,” she says. “It starts with that family, moves to
the neighbors, the rest of the neighborhood, the surrounding

neighborhoods . . . the whole community.”

Dreema Jackson, a Resident Organizing Coordinator in Louisville,
Kentucky, links neighbors to the Making Connections Network. She
is shown reading with a young resident, Robert Dedreon Fowler,
outside a local community center.

DAVID R. LUTMAN
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ADVOCAT ING  FOR  ACT ION  

In 2001, about 800 families living in Baltimore’s Middle East

neighborhood learned they would be relocated or otherwise

affected by an effort to revitalize the distressed 80-acre area
into a mixed-income community anchored by a life sciences
technology and research park. Right away, residents mobilized.

“We took it into our own hands to start working in the
community, getting people out, telling them exactly what

was going on. We had so much passion about being
uprooted,” says Lisa Williams, a 22-year resident of the

East Baltimore neighborhood who was living just north of

the Johns Hopkins University and Hospital.

Williams is a board member of the Save Middle East Action

Committee (SMEAC), a grassroots community group that
has helped ensure not just that residents’ concerns are heard,
but also that they are actively involved in the ongoing $1 bil-
lion redevelopment effort. The project will include about
2,000 new and rehabilitated homes for renters and buyers of
various income levels and will create up to 8,000 new jobs.

After successfully pushing for substantial improvements in
the relocation plan and benefits package, residents have been
working to make sure that the redeveloped area offers

enough affordable housing for relocated residents who desire

to move back. “These concerns have not been resolved, and
some residents are not happy with the housing develop-
ment,” says Williams, who relocated in 2006 but hopes to
return. “We’re still trying to get all of the partners to under-

stand the needs of the community.”

Among a coalition of public and private partners supporting

the project, Casey has worked closely with East Baltimore

Development, Inc. (EBDI), the nonprofit organization
formed to manage the redevelopment, and with community

groups including SMEAC, which receives Casey support.
“Our main goal is to ensure that this project has a positive
long-term impact on people in this neighborhood,” says
Scot Spencer, manager of Casey’s Baltimore relations. 

The community groups have played an important role,
updating residents on the project and updating project

managers on neighborhood concerns. “These are their lives,”
says Spencer. “It’s important that they remind us of that and
that we hear their concerns.”

SMEAC and other residents helped design a satisfaction
survey of relocated households, suggesting that it include
open-ended questions like “How did the relocation process
affect you and your family?” Two residents now serve as

community representatives on EBDI’s Board of Trustees.
Williams, other community residents, and representatives

from Casey, EBDI, and the City of Baltimore are members

of a Policy Subcommittee that was formed to make recom-
mendations for the next phase of the project, including
property tax relief and long-term housing affordability. 

“We have taken on Goliath, but we have accomplished a
lot,” says Williams. “SMEAC continues to bring real people
to the table who’ve been impacted by the development
project—not just the business people.”

Lisa Williams, in floral
jacket, is part of a grass-
roots community group 
in East Baltimore that
helped ensure local
seniors would have the
first opportunity to move
back to the neighborhood.
She is pictured at the site
of new housing under con-
struction with residents,
from left, Dorothy W.
Powell, Louise McBrown,
and Rosa Wright.
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S I T T ING  IN  THE  DR IVER ’ S  S EAT

After immigrating to the United States from Puerto Rico,
Martina Ventura found herself and her two children living in
an emergency shelter in Lowell, Massachusetts. With very
limited English skills, no car, and no family support to rely
on, her hopes for a better life in America were stuck in

neutral—until staff members at a local family resource center
helped her learn to drive.

The shelter connected Ventura with Casey Family Services, the
direct services agency of the Annie E. Casey Foundation, which

runs two family resource centers in Lowell. Responding to—
and with leadership and input from—Lowell residents, Casey
launched a certified driver’s education program, primarily aimed

at Spanish-speaking residents for whom language is a significant
barrier to getting a license and achieving economic success.

Marta Romero, a family support specialist, worked with

Ventura in helping her learn the rules of the road. She coached
Ventura on the idiosyncrasies of the state’s examination—
which doesn’t use a universal form of Spanish—and connected
her with a driving school to earn her required practice hours.
Since completing the Casey-led course last year, Ventura
successfully earned her license and now is working for a

private transportation company as a bus monitor.

“Helping Martina gain her driver’s permit was an opportunity
for us to engage her and connect her with additional services,
including housing support,” Romero says. “The program also

has proven therapeutic. While working through their driving

education experiences, individuals built trust, opened up about
their lives, and built a connection with myself and each other.” 

Since launching the driving program in 2003, Casey’s Family
Resource Center has offered the class in both English and
Spanish, partnering with local auto schools to help residents
earn their practice hours. While the program initially was

targeted at residents of North Common Village and George

Flanagan housing developments, the effort has expanded to
support residents throughout the city, particularly those from

the Latino community.

To date, 73 English speakers and 36 Spanish speakers have

taken the driving course, and an additional 13 received 
one-on-one tutoring. More than 87 percent of participants

have earned their licenses as a result.

The driver’s education program exemplifies the Foundation’s

focus on developing programs and approaches driven by

community demand. In Lowell, youth and parent advisory

groups direct activities in the family resource centers and plan
the speakers and subjects of monthly education groups.

“Obtaining my license was my goal for many years and I was
unable to do it,” explains Marisol Cruz, a resident who first
approached Casey with the idea for the driving program and
was its first graduate. “I knew that getting a license was a great
challenge for a lot of people, as it was for me. People often

don’t ask for help because they feel embarrassed.”

Learning to drive through a program supported by Casey Family Services in response to community demand opened new avenues in Lowell,
Massachusetts, for Martina Ventura, seen driving with her daughter.
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